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There is growing recognition of the importance of knowledge translation activities in physical therapy to ensure that research findings are integrated into clinical practice, and increasing numbers of knowledge translation interventions are being conducted. Although various frameworks have been developed to guide and facilitate the process of translating knowledge into practice, these tools have been infrequently used in physical therapy knowledge translation studies to date. Knowledge translation in physical therapy implicates multiple stakeholders and environments and involves numerous steps. In light of this complexity, the use of explicit conceptual frameworks by clinicians and researchers conducting knowledge translation interventions is associated with a range of potential benefits. This perspective article argues that such frameworks are important resources to promote the uptake of new evidence in physical therapist practice settings. Four key benefits associated with the use of conceptual frameworks in designing and implementing knowledge translation interventions are identified, and limits related to their use are considered. A sample of 5 conceptual frameworks is evaluated, and how they address common barriers to knowledge translation in physical therapy is assessed. The goal of this analysis is to provide guidance to physical therapists seeking to identify a framework to support the design and implementation of a knowledge translation intervention. Finally, the use of a conceptual framework is illustrated through a case example. Increased use of conceptual frameworks can have a positive impact on the field of knowledge translation in physical therapy and support the development and implementation of robust and effective knowledge translation interventions that help span the research-practice gap.
Notwithstanding significant expansion of its evidence base, multiple studies have demonstrated that the physical therapy profession has often failed to implement evidence-based practice (EBP).\textsuperscript{1–3} Quality of care is diminished when patients do not receive services that are guided by the best available scientific evidence. In some instances, patients treated by physical therapists receive insufficient, ineffective, or potentially harmful treatment despite available scientific evidence that supports other clinical approaches.\textsuperscript{4} Knowledge translation (KT)\textsuperscript{5} interventions\textsuperscript{6} have been proposed as a key means to promote the uptake of research evidence into clinical practice and thus contribute to improved care for patients treated by physical therapists.\textsuperscript{6,7} Despite this recognition of their importance, there remains debate and uncertainty regarding the best ways to design and implement KT interventions in health care, including physical therapy.\textsuperscript{8}

Bridging the research-practice gap in physical therapy has proved difficult, in large part due to the complexity of designing and implementing successful KT interventions. An important challenge for KT in physical therapy relates to the different types of knowledge that need to be appraised and used to inform treatment decision making. The knowledge base that underlies physical therapist practice is multidimensional and requires physical therapists to master multiple types of knowledge if they are to provide optimal care for their patients.\textsuperscript{9,10} This knowledge goes beyond technical know-how, as human interactions and patient-clinician relationships are at the heart of the physical therapy profession. The manual, hands-on dimension of the profession is also a significant aspect of practice that influences treatment outcomes. Thus, the knowledge needed to guide physical therapist practice comprises multiple types of evidence drawn from different sources, including quantitative and qualitative research, as well as tacit and clinical knowledge.\textsuperscript{11} As a result, knowledge coming from higher-order sources of evidence such as meta-analysis and systematic reviews is often insufficient on its own to guide decision making related to best practices.\textsuperscript{12} Such knowledge has to be combined with clinical observations, patient and family preferences, and clinical judgment in order that well-informed clinical decisions can be enacted.\textsuperscript{13} Accounting for these diverse sources of knowledge is inherently challenging when implementing KT interventions.\textsuperscript{14}

Gaps between actual practice by physical therapists and the best available research evidence exist in multiple areas. These gaps range from evaluation methods for the cervical spine,\textsuperscript{15} knowledge and use of low back pain clinical practice guidelines,\textsuperscript{3} and outcome measures in pediatric physical therapy.\textsuperscript{16} Those wanting to span the research-practice gap will need to ask the following question: How can we design and implement a high-quality KT intervention that will be more likely to shift clinical practice? Knowledge translation conceptual frameworks represent an important resource for those seeking to answer this question and may be especially valuable guides to the design of effective KT interventions for researchers and clinicians with less KT experience.\textsuperscript{17–19}

In this article, we examine the potential contribution of KT conceptual frameworks to promote the uptake of new scientific evidence in physical therapist practice settings. We argue that, when selected and used appropriately, such frameworks are important resources for designers of KT interventions in physical therapy. We highlight 4 key benefits of using such frameworks, as well as reviewing some of the limits associated with their use. We then explore available KT frameworks in the rehabilitation and physical therapy fields and analyze a sample of 5 frameworks in order to provide guidance to physical therapy researchers and clinicians in the selection of a KT framework. Finally, we illustrate the use of a particular KT conceptual framework, the Ottawa Model of Research Use (OMRU), through a case example.

The Contributions of Conceptual Frameworks in Physical Therapy KT Interventions

Conceptual frameworks consist of a set of linked concepts and propositions that are designed to draw attention to what is important regarding a phenomenon of interest.\textsuperscript{5} Conceptual frameworks, therefore, can help organize thinking, observation, and interpretation related to a particular phenomenon and function as maps that enhance coherence of empirical inquiry.\textsuperscript{5,20} Kitson and colleagues defined a conceptual framework as "a set of variables and relationships that should be examined in order to understand a phenomenon."\textsuperscript{21(p5)} Thus, in the context of KT, a conceptual framework can be conceived of as an overarching representation of key elements to use and acknowledge in the process of designing and implementing a KT intervention, as well as the interrelationships among these elements.

Knowledge translation conceptual frameworks have been developed with the goal of helping to organize...
and understand the specific components, sequential stages, and contextual factors that need to be taken into account to facilitate successful implementation of a KT intervention and to achieve desired outcomes. The use of conceptual frameworks also can guide project planners in assessing specific barriers to KT interventions and developing strategies to decrease or eliminate these barriers. Similarly, they can support researchers and clinicians to identify specific facilitators and select strategies to enhance them. Highlighting these impacts, several authors have advanced the view that KT activities related to rehabilitation and disability would benefit from increased use of conceptual frameworks.7,22

Despite the development of many KT frameworks over the past 2 decades, their uptake across health care disciplines, including physical therapy, remains limited.8 To gauge the use of conceptual frameworks for KT interventions in physical therapy, we conducted a literature review in January 2014 using CINAHL, MEDLINE, and EMBASE databases and key words pertaining to KT and physical therapy. We identified 8 physical therapy KT studies16,23–29 that used an explicit conceptual framework. This observation is consistent with previous reviews that documented infrequent use of conceptual frameworks in KT implementation studies in physical therapy.30,31 Although infrequently used in KT interventions in physical therapy to date, conceptual frameworks provide multiple benefits for the design of KT interventions. Conceptual frameworks help to: (1) map KT interventions, (2) support evaluation and attention to sustainability, (3) establish common ground and enhance communication among stakeholders, and (4) encourage transparency and clarity about KT methods. These 4 benefits of conceptual frameworks are highlighted below.

Mapping KT Interventions to Ensure That Essential KT Components Are Addressed

Conceptual frameworks cue KT designers to attend to a wide range of considerations that are critical for implementing a successful KT intervention. This is an important contribution, as it is not uncommon for KT interventions to target a single or only a few distinct individual barriers to the integration of evidence in clinical practice but to ignore other significant contextual features.32,33 Individual barriers include clinicians’ receptivity or attitudes toward EBP,34 their ability to identify relevant scientific knowledge,35 and their capacity to integrate patient characteristics and preferences into the decision-making process.36 Individual factors, however, are not the only or even most important barriers to KT. Multiple contextual features function as key influencers for the translation of knowledge in health care and have to be considered when designing a KT intervention.37,38 For example, Rutten et al28 identified how external and environmental determinants, including governmental policies and organizational structures and cultures, were important factors to consider in their efforts to promote the uptake of low back pain clinical guidelines in physical therapist practice settings. Conceptual frameworks can help researchers identify and plan for the diverse features that need to be accounted for in planning a robust KT intervention.7,19,20

Supporting Efforts to Evaluate Impacts of the Intervention and to Promote Sustainability

The use of conceptual frameworks also can support efforts to evaluate the impacts of KT interventions. Given that KT conceptual frameworks typically include an evaluative aspect, those therapists using such frameworks will be cued to implement evaluation in their KT interventions. Many KT conceptual frameworks go further and incorporate indicators to guide and structure the evaluation process and help to appraise process and outcomes. Outcome evaluation might, for example, focus on changes of physical therapy clinician behaviors, departmental or organizational functioning, or patient health and well-being. In line with a focus on evaluating outcomes, many KT conceptual frameworks also identify the need to address the issue of sustainability of the KT intervention, beginning in the early planning phases of a project. Attention to sustainability and evaluation are considerations that can increase the probability of sustained impact.39,40 Users of KT frameworks will be primed to include these elements in their interventions.

Establishing Common Ground and Enhancing Communication Among Stakeholders

Knowledge translation interventions frequently involve multiple stakeholders, including researchers, clinicians, managers, and possibly patients. The potential diversity of stakeholders is illustrated by a KT study on fibromyalgia conducted by Brachaniec and colleagues41 that included representatives of patient groups and physical therapy clinicians and researchers. Stakeholders in KT interventions commonly have distinct backgrounds (disciplinary and professional). As a result, they may not always share a common set of understandings and expectations upon which to base the development of a KT intervention.42 Use of a KT framework might help address these differences of expectations and priorities by incorporating a structure and strategies to help identify and discuss the diverse perspectives of stakeholders. In this way, using a framework to plan a KT inter-
vention might help to establish common ground among stakeholders involved in the intervention.

Because conceptual frameworks clearly outline core steps and concepts of a KT intervention, their use also may help enhance quality of communication among stakeholders by providing shared terminology and making project steps and their rationales clearer for all involved. Establishing shared language that enhances communication has been identified as an important predictor of successful KT implementation and sustainability. Increased communication also can contribute to a sense of shared “ownership” of the intervention. In turn, a greater sense of ownership will support an environment in which stakeholders feel welcome to offer suggestions for improvement, raise questions or concerns during the planning phase, and contribute to efforts to develop and sustain a shared action plan.

Encouraging Transparency and Clarity About KT Methods

The use of conceptual frameworks also might contribute to transparency about the implementation process of KT interventions. Currently, many authors of physical therapy KT studies do not include a justification for their intervention design or their selection of specific KT strategies when they publish their results. Scott and colleagues reviewed 11 published physical therapy KT interventions studies and found that all were missing important methodological details concerning the KT intervention implemented. These authors also raised questions regarding an apparent over-reliance on educational strategies (ie, educational meetings, workshops, or brochures), without clear rationales offered for these approaches. Knowledge translation conceptual frameworks are not the only recourse for addressing these issues. They are, however, an important avenue to promote transparency and clarity about rationales and design decisions and to improve the quality of KT reports. This assertion is consistent with research by Moher et al., who demonstrated that the use of formal methodological guidelines increases the quality of reports of randomized controlled trials. Because frameworks function as scaffolding for KT interventions, they can assist manuscript reviewers and readers to understand the steps taken to select and implement particular KT strategies. Readers also will be better able to judge the applicability of these findings to their local setting.

We have sought to demonstrate the benefits of using KT conceptual frameworks and the roles they can play to increase the likelihood of implementing a successful KT intervention in physical therapy.

KT Conceptual Frameworks and Their Limits

Despite the benefits outlined above, it is important to acknowledge that conceptual frameworks are not guarantors of successful KT interventions. Several limitations are associated with the use of KT conceptual frameworks. We highlight here 2 primary limitations: (1) the lack of empirical evidence demonstrating the value of KT conceptual frameworks and (2) the risks associated with over-reliance on or misapplication of frameworks.

Difficulty in Demonstrating Benefits of Conceptual Frameworks in KT Intervention

Appropriately enough given KT’s focus on evidence, concern has been voiced regarding the evidence base underlying the use of KT frameworks. It has been noted that there is limited evidence demonstrating that KT interventions designed using a conceptual framework—or a specific theory—are superior to those that are not. As the value of using a range of conceptual frameworks has yet to be confirmed empirically, some authors have suggested the use of an approach based on common sense. This recommendation was advanced for the use of psychological theories to underpin behavioral change studies. A similar argument could be made in regard to KT frameworks, as their evidence base also is limited. While acknowledging the lack of empirical evidence on this question, we believe that the arguments in favor of conceptual frameworks discussed above are sufficient to warrant that researchers strongly consider their use. Limited knowledge about the relative effectiveness of using or not using conceptual frameworks also may be the product of difficulty in comparing published studies due to limited methodological details available in most study reports. Further studies assessing the comparative effectiveness of KT studies using conceptual frameworks versus pragmatic approaches would help to address this question.

Misapplication of Conceptual Frameworks

Like all tools, KT conceptual frameworks can be misapplied. Perhaps the most important limitation of conceptual frameworks is that users may use them in a simplistic or mechanistic fashion and thus fail to develop an effective KT intervention. Such frameworks should be understood as guides, not recipes. Researchers and clinicians who plan to implement a KT intervention will benefit from reading widely about KT, conferring about their study with colleagues and mentors experienced in KT, and even taking courses related to KT science. Developing a broader understanding of the field of KT thus can help guard against overreliance on or formulaic use of frameworks that would limit creativity and responsiveness on the
Choosing a Conceptual Framework

Physical therapy clinicians and researchers who want to use a conceptual framework for their KT intervention have many options from which to choose. Wilson and colleagues identified more than 30 frameworks and theoretical models that can be used to guide a KT intervention in health care. To illustrate the diverse frameworks available for physical therapy clinicians and researchers, we selected examples of KT frameworks used across physical therapy, rehabilitation, and health care domains. Twenty-seven recent articles that use or describe the use of KT conceptual frameworks are presented in Table 1. As we did not aim at performing a systematic review of the literature, this table consists of a sample of pertinent frameworks that are currently in use by KT implementers in health care.

To date, there has been little analysis comparing the attributes of specific KT frameworks. There is continuing uncertainty about the relative strengths and limits of different KT frameworks, raising questions about which one would be the best to select for a given KT project. Each framework draws attention to different components of the KT process. As a result, particular frameworks likely have strengths and weaknesses and may be differently suited for application in particular contexts or to answer specific research questions.

To address this uncertainty, we sought to evaluate a sample of currently available conceptual frameworks for their potential application for KT in the physical therapy field. To do so, we reviewed the more common barriers to EBP cited in current physical therapy literature. We then associated, for each of these barriers, attributes of KT conceptual frameworks aiming to address them. As more than 30 frameworks were identified through our literature search, we chose to analyze 5 KT conceptual frameworks from among those more commonly used in the context of rehabilitation and disability: Understanding-User-Context framework (Five-Domain framework [5-DF]), OMRU, knowledge-to-action process framework (KTA), Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Services framework (PARiHS), and the Coordinated Implementation Model (CIM). The results of this exercise are presented in Table 2. Although only 5 example frameworks are presented here, the elements of the analysis presented in Table 2 could be used by researchers and clinicians to assess how other frameworks address barriers to EBP in physical therapy.

The first column of Table 2 presents specific barriers to EBP found in the physical therapy literature. The second column describes attributes or characteristics of KT conceptual frameworks addressing these barriers. The 5 columns on the right-hand side of the table present our analysis of the 5 selected frameworks. Two authors (A.H. and M-J.G.) independently reviewed the original texts presenting detailed features of each of the 5 frameworks. These evaluations were then compared, and a consensus was reached. A check mark was attributed to a framework when it presented the specific attribute listed in the second column of Table 2 (ie, when it addressed a specific barrier to EBP in physical therapy). Thus, check marks indicate when a framework fulfills the characteristics of the second column.

As illustrated in Table 2, none of the 5 selected conceptual frameworks account for all of the barriers to EBP implementation in physical therapy. In that they address the greatest number of barriers to EBP, the OMRU and the KTA frameworks appear to be promising frameworks for planning KT interventions in physical therapy. To illustrate how such conceptual frameworks can be used, a case example is presented below in which the OMRU framework is being applied in a KT intervention.

Applying the OMRU Framework to a KT Intervention Project

Our team is currently conducting a knowledge exchange project with ethics educators in physical therapy and occupational therapy programs across Canada. This project originated from an identified gap in the literature about what is actually taught and what should be taught in Canadian university ethics curricula (Laliberté et al, unpublished research). Originally, a straightforward KT strategy was chosen: a 1-day workshop bringing together all physical therapy and occupational therapy ethics educators in Canada. In the early phases of the project, however, our team identified the need to develop a more sophisticated KT approach and elected to adopt the OMRU framework to structure the intervention. The OMRU was chosen because it encompasses all stages of a KT intervention (from conception and tailoring of knowledge to evaluation of outcomes). Hence, this framework is particularly useful to develop a more rigorous KT design structure. It also helped the whole team (researchers, ethics educators, and program coordinators) understand and follow each step of
## Table 1.
Examples of Conceptual Frameworks From Published Articles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Examples of Conceptual Frameworks or Theories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Therapy</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bekkering et al,23 2003</td>
<td>10-step model for inducing change in professional behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harting et al,25 2009</td>
<td>Diffusion of innovation (DOI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketelaar et al,16 2008</td>
<td>10-step model for inducing change in professional behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivard et al,24 2010</td>
<td>10-step model for inducing change in professional behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutten et al,26–28 2009, 2013, and 2014</td>
<td>GLideline Implementation DEterminant Framework (GUIDE) and the intervention mapping framework that are based on different theories such as: active learning theory, theory of planned behavior (TPB), goal setting theory, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinden and MacDermid,29 2014</td>
<td>Knowledge-to-action process framework (KTA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zidarov et al,7 2013</td>
<td>Ottawa Model of Research Use framework (OMRU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rehabilitation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colquhoun et al,30 2010</td>
<td>DOI, Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Services framework (PARiHS), TPB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDermid et al,15 2013</td>
<td>Problem-based learning model (PBL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menon et al, 2009</td>
<td>OMRU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metzler and Metz,22 2010</td>
<td>KTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Healthcare</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damschroder et al, 2009</td>
<td>19 frameworks discussed (eg, Conceptual Framework for Transferring Research to Practice, Conceptual Model for Implementation Effectiveness) and one model proposed (Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research [CFIR])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davies et al,17 2010</td>
<td>25 theories discussed by authors (eg, PRECEDE model, DOI, information overload, social cognitive theory, dual-task theory, stages of change, 4-step intervention)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estrabrooks et al,54 2006</td>
<td>18 conceptual models presented (eg, readiness-to-change model, social influences theory, dual core model of the innovation, desperation reaction model)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French et al,55 2012</td>
<td>Theoretical domains framework (TDF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham et al,5 2007</td>
<td>Total of 31 models/frameworks identified (eg, KTA, DOI, Coordinated Implementation Model [CIM], PARiHS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grof et al,47 2007</td>
<td>Exploration of numerous theories (eg, process theories, readiness-to-change model, social learning theory, theory of contracting, elaboration likelihood model)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilott et al,2013</td>
<td>CFIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majdazeh et al,2008</td>
<td>Tehran University of Medical Sciences Knowledge Translation Cycle (TUMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michie et al,2011</td>
<td>Behaviour Change Wheel (BCW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales et al,49 2006</td>
<td>DOI, social cognitive theory, social influence theory, PRECEDE model, PARiHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevenson et al,2006</td>
<td>Structure-process-outcome model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudsawad,17 2007</td>
<td>Understanding-User-Context framework (Five-Domain framework), OMRU, KTA, PARiHS, CIM, Stetler Model of Research Utilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson et al,25 2010</td>
<td>33 frameworks discussed by authors (eg, TUMS, Five-Domain framework)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*The 5 frameworks in bold type are analyzed in Table 2.*


the KT process. The framework provided useful guidance for selecting appropriate strategies for implementing our KT intervention. It also drew attention to how organizational and contextual barriers (eg, regulations and policies, remuneration systems, lack of time), as well as barriers related to individual characteristics (eg, awareness, attitudes, concerns, current practices) can influence the KT process. Finally, and unlike most other KT conceptual frameworks, the OMRU highlighted core elements of knowledge exchange that needed to be addressed in order to support an interactive process.\(^{63}\) As a result, many significant elements were changed or added to our original KT intervention planning. We highlight key changes below.

When looking at the “potential adopters” section of the framework, we realized that we lacked information about who was teaching ethics content in the different Canadian programs and under which conditions. We thus developed a survey to learn about ethics teachers and what they taught. With this survey, we learned that most educators did not have any postgraduate training in ethics (65%) and that most were not full-time university teachers (Laliberté et al, unpublished research). These findings changed the way we framed our 1-day workshop, putting

### Table 2.
Analysis of 5 KT Conceptual Frameworks\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers to Evidence-Based Practice (EBP) in Physical Therapy</th>
<th>Attributes of KT Conceptual Frameworks</th>
<th>Conceptual Frameworks Analyzed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General barriers to implementation</td>
<td>Encompass all stages of a KT intervention (from conception or tailoring of knowledge to evaluation of outcomes)</td>
<td>CIM(^61) S-DF(^56) KTA(^5,18) OMRU(^57,58) PARIHS(^59,60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Lack of details about the whole process and stages of the KT intervention(^66)</td>
<td>Provide guidance in choosing appropriate strategies for implementation</td>
<td>(\checkmark) (\checkmark) (\checkmark) (\checkmark) (\checkmark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational and contextual barriers</td>
<td>Acknowledge the importance of the context and organizational structure of the project (not only the individual barriers)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Lack of attention given to organizational context and culture(^37)</td>
<td>Take into consideration time as a specific barrier to implementation</td>
<td>(\checkmark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Take into account the human, material, and financial resources available (eg, space, equipment), support from colleagues and managers, and feasibility</td>
<td>(\checkmark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers related to individual characteristics</td>
<td>Understand expectations and needs of patients and professionals and the importance of the values of the main stakeholders</td>
<td>(\checkmark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Minimal attention given to patients’ and therapists’ preferences(^66)</td>
<td>Consider characteristics of potential users in the choice of implementation strategies</td>
<td>(\checkmark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clarify roles of all stakeholders involved in the KT intervention</td>
<td>(\checkmark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Take into consideration the skills of users and help facilitate the appraisal of evidence</td>
<td>(\checkmark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers related to interactions between creators/implementers and users</td>
<td>Take into account the interaction parameters (type, frequency, structure, etc.) between knowledge creators/implementers and knowledge users</td>
<td>(\checkmark)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
more emphasis on practical and concrete day-to-day problems in ethics teaching. To learn about participants’ expectations, we solicited input prior to the workshop and adjusted the planning in light of what we heard (including adding more time for open discussion and networking). The OMRU also guided our team toward integrating longer-lasting interventions to ensure sustainability. We thus developed a “wiki platform.” A “wiki” is a collaborative web-based tool that allows groups to jointly create and exchange knowledge on a given subject.64 The use of the wiki aims to promote continued engagement of participants after the workshop is completed and to create ongoing exchanges among participants.

The OMRU framework facilitated the identification of key steps for evaluation of the KT intervention, including use of the wiki and follow-up interviews with participants to explore whether they had changed their teaching as a result of the KT intervention. Overall, using the OMRU framework helped our team to select and tailor appropriate strategies to carry out our KT project. For each of the specific barriers identified, a strategy was chosen to address it. Evaluation methods also were integrated into the project design from an early stage of its development. This case example illustrates how the use of the OMRU helped our team navigate smoothly through the progression of a KT project.

**Conclusion**

In sum, KT conceptual frameworks have the potential to promote systematic and well-planned KT interventions in physical therapy. It has been argued that guidance is currently lacking “to help healthcare researchers, practitioners, or managers make decisions about what implementation strategies to use, in which contexts, and with what groups of stakeholders.”19(p579) Indeed, planning how to integrate research into practice has been described as a “black box.”19 Conceptual frameworks for KT in physical therapy can help signpost the process of KT design and implementation, thus helping to plan, implement, and evaluate KT interventions.65 Conceptual frameworks, however, do not take away the need for thoughtful and creative planning and design of KT interventions. Those seeking to apply a conceptual framework will benefit from training in KT science and mentoring from experi-

---

**Table 2.**

Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers to Evidence-Based Practice (EBP) in Physical Therapy</th>
<th>Attributes of KT Conceptual Frameworks</th>
<th>Conceptual Frameworks Analyzed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barriers related to scientific evidence</td>
<td>Consider the utility and relevance of evidence in relation to the specific context of implementation</td>
<td>CIM&lt;sup&gt;61&lt;/sup&gt; S-DF&lt;sup&gt;56&lt;/sup&gt; KTA&lt;sup&gt;5,18&lt;/sup&gt; OMRU&lt;sup&gt;57,58&lt;/sup&gt; PARiHS&lt;sup&gt;59,60&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Research evidence not always relevant or applicable to practice setting&lt;sup&gt;70&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Consider the validity and credibility of research findings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of confidence in the validity and credibility of research findings&lt;sup&gt;73&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Consider how to format evidence to facilitate uptake by clinicians or other users</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evidence not presented in formats that facilitate uptake by clinicians (eg, no summary, use of overly technical language)&lt;sup&gt;37&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Acknowledge the co-creation of knowledge and the value of experiential and tacit knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of consideration for the co-creation of knowledge to implement and for the experiential and tacit knowledge of users&lt;sup&gt;70&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Incorporate an evaluative component of the intervention (including outcome measures)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers to evaluating intervention</td>
<td>Incorporate a follow-up component to ensure sustainability of the intervention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of evaluative and monitoring strategies to assess the outcomes of intervention&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of follow-up strategies after the completion of the KT intervention&lt;sup&gt;72&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total /16:</td>
<td>12 10 14 13 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> KT = knowledge translation, CIM = Coordinated Implementation Model, S-DF = Understanding-User-Context framework (Five-Domain framework), KTA = knowledge-to-action process framework, OMRU = Ottawa Model of Research Use, PARiHS = Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Services framework. A check mark was attributed to a framework when it addressed a specific barrier to EBP in physical therapy.
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